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You've got to look at the chorus, first off, which is repeated
and is the title of the song. Don't let it bring you down /
it's only castles burning - like the Hendrix song .
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Lyrics of DON'T LET IT BRING YOU DOWN by Annie Lennox: Don't
let it bring you down, It's only castles burning, Find someone
who's turning.
Don't Let It Bring You Down
Don't let it bring you down. It's only castles burning. Find
someone who's turning. And you will come around. Blind man
running through the light of the night.
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That is the blind man's castles burning. First, all I heard
was the sound of a man clearing his throat. There really
aren't that many posts for this song, which is strange as its
one of those songs that I think stands out for people and
carries a lot of meaning. BoxsetsTheArchivesVol.From his early
solo albums and those with his backing band Crazy Horse, Young
has recorded a steady stream of studio and live albums,
sometimes warring with his recording company along the way.
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